In this paper, we present a formulation of Schwinger's Method for non relativistic propogators in momentum space. While the aforementioned method has been used heavily in some papers to deduce various non relativistic propogators in position space, we show that a variation of method in momentum space works well. We also show how to extract the Propogator for the concerned case for the harmonic oscillator.
Introduction
In recent papers [1] Schwinger's oscillator method/Schwinger's Method for non relativistic propogators has been heavily applied to find out non relativistic propogators . Schwinger's method in it's essence, is using the Heisenberg representation and calculatingX andP operators in it. Then ordering theX and P operators in a certain way and substituting them in the Hamiltonian for the particle. The last step involves solving the supposedly easier path integral. In [2, page 94] , it has been shown that path integral formulation of quantum mechanics can be done substantially well in the momentum space representation as well. Hence, in our paper, we attempt to formulate schwinger's method for non relativistic propogators in the momentum space and calculate some elementary propogators using that method.
Preliminaries
Schwinger's method for calculating propogators is most prominently well known in Quantum Field Theory and was developed in it's original conception as a relativistic method. But as mentioned earlier, this has been used in some papers to be a nice way to calculate non relativistic propogators as well. We briefly review this method now.
We know that operators in Heisenberg representation are defined to be time dependent as ,Ô 
2)Then we use the solutions forX andP operators obtained in step 1) and write the Hamiltonian of the concerned problem in terms of these operators. We get rid of the P operators in the Hamiltonians and write everything in terms of X(t) andX(0). We then order our Hamiltonian in such a way that we always have the X operators strictly in the orderX(t)X(0) , whenever they appear in multiplicative combinations. After doing that we evaluate the propogator as 3) The only thing which is left to do is to figure out the Constant C(x′, x) This can be done by imposing the conditions on the constant with the use of the Eigenvalue equations for the momentum operator at t and t′ . These are
Now, if we analyze the time evolution of the momentum space state vector, we find that it evolves identically to the position space state vector. The time evolution operator works in the same way for momentum space state vectors as does for the position space state vectors. This is clear from that fact that the Time dependent Schrodinger Equation in p-space is ,
Which gives us the time evolution of φ as ,
Where A is some constant in the simple case. But when we take into account the path integral formulation, we see that analogous to the position space, we could define the propogator for momentum space state vectors as , φ(p′, t′) =< p′, t′|p, t > φ(p, t)
Where < p′, t′|p, t > is the propogator for the momentum space state vector from (p,t) to (p′, t′) .
With all the preliminaries cleared up, we now devise the equivalent of Schwinger's method for non relativistic propogators of position to non relativistic propogators for momentum space.
Schwinger's method for Non Relativistic Feynman Propogators in momentum space
This method is actually strikingly similar to that for the position space, with just a few changes. So to find the propogator for a non relativistic particle in momentum space, we follow the following steps :-1. We write the Heisenberg equations for theX andP just as we did in the initial step of the method for position space.
2. Then we proceed to construct the Hamiltonian for the concerned problem in terms ofX andP operators. After doing this, we proceed to order the Hamiltonian. Now recall that in the method for position space we ordered the Hamiltonian by writing out theP operators in terms of thê X and then proceeding to write out any multiplicative combination of thê X operators from right to left going forward in time (Which we wrote asX(t′)X(t) because we were dealing with time evolution in the case of t = t to t = t′ ). Here we would order the Hamiltonian by writing theX operators in terms of theP operators. And then we shall, like in position space, write any multiplicative combination ofP operators from right to left going forward in time asP (t′)P (t) where t′ > t .
Now the Propogator comes in the form
< p′, t′|p, t >= C(p′, p)e −ī h t′ t
H(p′,p,t)dt
The constant in the propogator can be determined by imposing the conditions which can obtain from the position operator in momentum space as, < p′, t′|X(t′)|p, t >= ih ∂ ∂p′ < p′, t′|p, t > And < p′, t′|X(t)|p, t >= −ih ∂ ∂p < p′, t′|p, t > And hence, in this manner we could calculate the non relativistic propogators for momentum space state vectors using Schwinger's method. It's evident that it is very much similar to the actual method for the position space state vectors just with some changes. Now we illustrate this method by taking the example of the Simple Harmonic Oscillator.
Ex: Simple Harmonic Oscillator
In this section, we illustrate the method discussed in section 3 for the particular case of the harmonic oscillator. We consider the system to be evolving from a time t = 0 to a time t = t for simplicity. Now, we first calculate the time evolution of theX andP operators. This is pretty straightforward as the Harmonic Oscillator is a standard exercise in general for quantum physics textbooks. So we have for theX,
and for theP operator we have,
The well known solutions of these equations are,
And the Momentum operator is ,
The Hamiltonian for the harmonic oscillator is defined in the usual way. As the system is autonomous in time, the Hamiltonian is obviously not explicitly dependent on time. So that meansĤ(t) =Ĥ(0). To illustrate this more clearly, we write that
As it would be important for ordering the Hamiltonian, we note that any time t , the commutator [P (0),P (t)] = mωih sin(ωt)
. Which means thatP (0)P (t) =P (t)P (0) − mωih sin(ωt)
With these in mind, we choose to work with the Hamiltonian at time t for our purposes here. Then, after substituting the solutions for the harmonic oscillator equations in the Heisenberg picture and the ordering the Hamiltonian using the commutation relation of the momentum operators, we get the Hamiltonian,
Putting this all into the propogator we defined earlier, we get the propogator in momentum space as < p(t), t|p(0), 0 >= C(p(t), p(0)e This integral can be evaluated to find out that,
The constant C(P (t), P (0)) can be determined by imposing the conditions of the position operators as discussed before.
We again, have,
and < P (t), t|X(0)|P (0), 0 >= −ih ∂ < P (t), t|P (0), 0 ∂P (0) Using these conditions we find that, similar to [3, . Now if we linearly expand the exponent and normalize the propogator resultantly, we find that
So we have our propogator as,
This is in agreement with the propogator obtained in the D=1 case in [2, 2.189 ].
Hence we have demonstrated how the method can be used to calculate momentum space propogators.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have shown that Schwinger's method used for calculating Non relativistic Feynman propogators in position space can be used to calculate non relativistic Feynman propogators in momentum space. This can be done by slightly altering the method and making it more focused upon similar ideas in momentum space as in position space. To illustrate the method, we used the example of Harmonic Oscillator and deduced the propogator.
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